melodic or rhythmic contour, especially when the composer intended the presence of extra-musical allusions to remain private.
The music of Beethoven has attracted dramatic interpretations ever since his own day. Associates of Beethoven told of "fundamental ideas" or "definite objects" underlying his works, referring not to the content of specific compositions but to Beethoven's professed approach to composition in general.4 Wagner often expressed his view of the poetic subject matter underlying Beethoven's instrumental music. In the following passage Wagner stresses the error of interpreting Beethoven's poetic representations as absolute music, a term he uses here to refer to music conceived as l'art pour l'art, as a self-referential manipulation of form.5
The characteristic of the great compositions of Beethoven is that they are veritable poems, in which it is sought to bring a real subject to representation [Darstellung] . The obstacle to their comprehension lies in the difficulty of finding with certainty the subject that is represented. Beethoven was completely possessed by a subject: his most significant tone pictures are indebted almost solely to the individuality of the subject that filled him; the consciousness of this made it seem to him superfluous to indicate his subject otherwise than in the tone picture itself. Just as our literary poets really address themselves only to other literary poets, so Beethoven, in these works, involuntarily addressed himself only to tone poets. The absolute musician, that is to say, the manipulator of absolute music, could not understand Beethoven, because this absolute musician fastens only on the "how" and not the "what".
Wagner's description of a non-musical subject represented in music is particularly apt for two works from Beethoven's last decade, the song cycle An die ferne Geliebte and the String Quartet in F major, Op. 135. In the song cycle Beethoven uses motives to represent the essential idea of the text; in the quartet, it is not a vocal text, but a verbal epigraph that supplies the poetic image.
The details of the formal scheme Beethoven devised for his song cycle An die ferne Geliebte have obscured his primary organizational principle. These well-known details include the innovative transitional passages which link the six songs together, the circular key scheme (eb, g, ab, ab, c, and eb), and the return of music from the opening song at the end of the last. Largely on the strength of these foreground characteristics, An die ferne Geliebte has enjoyed a reputation as a pivotal work, a "quiet herald", in Joseph Kerman's apt phrase, of Beethoven's lateperiod predilection for integrated, multi-movement compositions.6 Within individual songs Beethoven depends on variation techniques for diversity, supporting the strophic repetitions of the vocal line with a series of figural variations in the piano accompaniment. Only the climactic fifth song departs from this methodical plan, as the piano becomes subservient to the singer for three curiously straightforward stanzas. Yet beyond stringing together individual strophic variations, Beethoven Motive 3 emerges in a transparent disguise as the main theme of the fourth song, Diese Wolken in den Hdhen. Transposed up a fourth, each note of the motive is presented in rhythmically uniform quarter notes, separated and echoed by eighths a third below (Ex. 4). As if to point a finger at the underlying motive, Beethoven places a mordent over the skeletal notes in the accompaniment, two octaves above the singer; but at that altitude they also serve as representations of the little birds "in the clouds high above". After the mordents grow into trills in the introduction of the penultimate song, Es kehret der Maien, Motive 4 takes over, now descending from high g instead of eb. Beethoven also wrote a new harmonization, removed the appoggiatura, and changed the rhythm -hardly drastic alterations (Ex. 5). With one song remaining, Nimm sie hin denn, diese Lieder, Beethoven reintroduces the only motive left unvaried, Motive 1. Because this motive has a prominent place at the beginning of the cycle and at the very end, it is easier to hear the relationship between it and the derivative theme which begins the sixth song, despite a more substantial transformation of this motive than of any other. Example 6 presents the new theme in three of the variants Beethoven uses: (a) the piano introduction, (b) the beginning of stanza one, and (c) the beginning of stanza three. They share a contour that moves from c up to eb and down to g. Unlike the original motive from the first song, the downward leap of a sixth is partially filled in, This reconstruction of the plan Beethoven devised for his Liederkreis is only partially complete, but it provides sufficient insight to amplify and verify some observations Joseph Kerman made in his study of the cycle. Commenting on the interconnection of the songs he noted that the "inner songs hardly have enough lyrical distinction [...] to sustain them simply on their own terms."7 In part this is due to the way in which Beethoven's rigid segmenting of the first melody effectively relegates the interior songs to developmental status. More than the others the first song (and therefore also the last) has a head motive of melodic distinction. The succeeding motives had first of all to realize the melodic implications of the head motive in Auf dem Hiigel; their subsequent roles as head motives of separate songs required them also to have a degree of individuality, yet too much individuality would make them unsuitable for their original function.
Consequently, the most difficult song for Beethoven was the first. The shape and ultimate success of the whole cycle depended on his efforts to achieve a balance between too much and too little distinction for the individual motives of the first song. This effort bears directly on Kerman's observation that the sketches Beethoven made for the cycle consist "mainly of dense work on a single tune, Auf dem Hiigel." For the other songs "a different method of sketching was used [...] they could be roughed out swiftly and surely, without the careful work of melodic modeling that the first song seems to have required."' Now that An die ferne Geliebte can be recognized as an intricate set of variations on a segmented theme, we can see that the pains Beethoven took with the first song were his customary practice when sketching an original theme for a set of variations. The comparative ease of sketching the ensuing variations (in this case songs) stems from the careful design of the theme.' This is not to say that Beethoven had to sketch the theme in all its details before starting work on the variations; indeed, ideas could develop in the course of sketching the variations that would necessitate revisions of the theme, revisions to insure that the theme would anticipate any idea later exploited in the variations. As Kerman found, this reciprocal sketching process occurred in the sketches for An die ferne Geliebte, and it apparently also happened in sketches for the variation movements of the Sonata for Violin and Piano, Op. 30, no. 1, and the Sonata for Piano, Op. 109.10 In traditional variation sets, of course, the theme shapes not just the initial motive of each variation, but also the thematic and harmonic foundation of the entire variation, as well as the phrase structure and length. For the songs of An die ferne Geliebte, these last features depend more on the textual dimensions of each stanza than on an abstract musical form; other issues such as range, register, and the tonal direction of separate songs and of the cycle as a whole, Beethoven must have determined arbitrarily. Kerman noticed a song-by-song rise in the tessitura, especially in the upper limit of the singer's range: after rising to an eb in Auf dem Hiigel, songs two through five ascend to vocal peaks of d, e6, f, and g, respectively. In the last song there is a momentary retreat to f before returning to high g in the operatic coda. At the same time the lowest note is only e0, and it looms as the final note of melodic lines in all but the second song (g is low) and the fifth (f is low). It is as though Beethoven was intentionally writing for the restricted range of an amateur. The evidence of this registral control, as well as the symmetrical key scheme, the consistent de-emphasis of the key of the dominant (bb), and the derivation of song beginnings from the motives of the first song, all indicate a conscious planning of the overall cyclic structure. And once Beethoven had decided to start each song with a motive from Auf dem Hilgel, none of the other structural guidelines aided his completion of the song themes. For this he had another plan.
To (f-c-f ), but the original descent from ab is removed, bumped by the ab and g that now end the first phrase. And Motive 3 strays still further into the background (it will have its moment in the coda). Beethoven slips an intimation of it into the accompaniment (the notes are marked by an x in Ex. 9), while the singer hovers on an f before answering with his own bare-bones version of the motive, a diatonic fall from c to g that manages to include Motive la. As we are to discover in the coda, the association of Motive la with Motive 3 is neither coincidental nor gratuitous.
With the da capo setting of stanza four, Beethoven comes full circle. The fourth song had reiterated motives from song three, and the fifth song had offered a summary of the preceding songs, less as a synoptic look backward than as a preparation for the undisguised return of the motives from Auf dem Hiigel. Then in the first stanzas of Nimm sie hin denn, diese Lieder, Beethoven takes the penultimate step. All but one of the original motives return, transformed, but in sequence. Thus when the singer proffers his gift ("Take them then, these songs") the songs are figuratively there, represented by their motivic proxies. According to the sketches, this was initially the moment Beethoven had planned to start the da capo;15 by postponing the return of the cadential fourth phrase he greatly increased the sense of resolution when the vocal line finally descended past f to eb; and at the upper end of the vocal range, by being free to take the singer up to an f in stanzas two and three, he made the climactic g in the coda all the more forceful and inevitable.
But there is a still more fundamental impetus for Beethoven's varied beginning of this last song, an impetus rooted in the text. After bidding his distant beloved to "take these songs" (stanza one) and to "sing what I sang" (stanza three), the lover arrives in the fourth stanza at his final vision: when you (the beloved) have done all this, "Then what has kept us far apart, I Must give way before these songs." This hope of a spiritual union is the text Beethoven saves for the da capo and the coda. With the da capo he achieves a sense of completion both in the restatement of motives and in the long-delayed melodic and harmonic closure on eb. Yet whatever symbolic significance there is in the completion of his musical circle, the da capo is just a precondition for moving on to the coda. In terms of the text, only when the beloved has sung the lover's songs back to him can they overcome what has separated them. The resinging of the songs -namely, the da capo -makes possible the union; it is not the union itself. That emerges in the coda, as fuel for the climax. Soft but deeply moving music was heard in the air that seemed to originate from the wondrous interweaving of the stars... Like patterns on the table, the music changed ceaselessly, and peculiar and difficult as the transitions not infrequently were, still only one simple theme appeared to unite the whole.
At the end of the cycle the lover claims that his songs have come from his heart "ohne Kunstgepriing'," without artistic display. Kerman noted the "brute simplicity" with which Beethoven set these words.20 Indeed, the entire cycle shuns ostentation. Yet Beethoven's simplicity is cultivated, studied. The folklike quality of the songs masks a complex rhetorical construction. Underlying this combination of simplicity and complexity are two opposing modes of variation: one which is to be perceived immediately, the figural variations of entire verses in the accompaniment; another which is unobtrusive, if not deliberately concealed. Because Beethoven applies the latter approach to individual motives rather than entire themes, and because he avoids audibly perceptible connections between related motives, this process is more appropriately termed transformation than variation. In An die ferne Geliebte Beethoven casts the first verse of Auf dem Hiigel as a segmentable theme which he transforms, motive by motive, into new themes with new characters.
Beethoven's remarkable subdivison of a theme into quasi-autonomous units has two previously unrecognized precedents among his earlier variation sets. One of Beethoven's great achievements in An die ferne Geliebte was his success in disguising the underlying variation structure. His integration of variation techniques into the melodic lines of each song is so thorough that it has been overlooked for 170 years. Beethoven, like Haydn and Mozart before him, had many times demonstrated the ability to derive one melody from the motive of another, and in the process to alter completely the dramatic impact of the tune.24 From the late 1790s on, this ability was more or less evident in the majority of his cyclic works. But in An die ferne Geliebte Beethoven set a new standard for relating the melodies of separate formal units to one another, for building what Rudolph Reti scientifically termed an "organic" unity.25 The motivic links between each song and the first ten bars of the cycle are comprehensive; furthermore, the connections he makes are now harder to recognize because they involve melodic and rhythmic transformations of neutral motives. They do not leap out at the listener like the transformations of the rhythmically consistent knocking motives in the fifth symphony and the Appassionata sonata, or, in the third piano concerto, like the recasting of the angular and distinctive c minor rondo theme in the c major coda. These two features are mutually dependent: the pervasive motivic connections and the neutrality of the urmotive go hand-in-hand. Of the motivic transformations in An die ferne Geliebte, the only one previously identified involves the motive with the strongest profile, a rising fourth and falling sixth. The others become recognizable -and unusually soonly after identifying Beethoven's complex of motives, and his systematic manipulation of them. Melodic and contrapuntal position, structural function, and textual associations all contribute to a strongly defined musical context. Private motivic transformations are thus made public. Subtle motivic derivations, when identified individually and outside of their musical contexts, are often most visible to the eye of the discoverer.26
The broader benefit of unmasking Beethoven's methods in An die ferne Geliebte is that it provides a precedent for tracing motivic transformations in other works, and for interpreting these transformations on the basis of a text. Such texts need not be vocal, as I will demonstrate with Op. 135. There is not space here for me to enter the argument over the identity of the Immortal Beloved, other than to observe the following. My motivic analysis of the coda in the sixth song of An die ferne Geliebte is an investigation of how Beethoven manipulated motives to represent successively the ideas of separation and reunion (or union) within a single work. Further, given the course of Beethoven's relationships with women, it is clear that these ideas have a relevance to his own life circumstances. But whether or not these motives contain conscious references to specific people is a separate matter. Beethoven's evident adaptation of the Andante favori motive later in his life may indeed indicate that the motive carries extra-musical, biographical associations for Beethoven. But if my analysis of the coda is correct, one cannot take the extra step to conclude that Motive 3 represents Josephine Deym without also arguing that the opening motive represents Beethoven himself. Beethoven may indeed have anticipated Schumann and others in this regard, but that has yet to be convincingly demonstrated.
